
Your online signature platform



Digitize your business

Get your documents and projects digitally signed with legally 
binding signatures, by whomever you want and from 
wherever you want, and forget about physical signatures.

Uruk is an online platform that meets your signing needs in all 
professional environments. Electronic certification, timestamping, 
blockchain, biometrics.

Select the signing sequence that’s best suited to your needs in every 
case, so your company never needs to go back to physical signatures.

Designed for all users

Customizable
Easily add your corporate 
logo or image.

API
Integrate our signature 
service into your system 
through our API.

Document manager
Manage, load and edit documents 
for e-signatures.

Notifications
Access and send notifications 
from any place and device. 
OTP SMS

Sign documents
Load the documents to be 
signed and select the signing 
sequence that you need.

Cloud-based
Load the required documents 
to be signed and select the 
signing sequence you need.



It doesn’t matter how big or how digital your company is.

Our services are adaptable to your needs so you can have your 
workspace in the cloud to manage all your documents or you 
can integrate it easily into your system with our API.

Connect&Manage

Easy access to all your documents in the cloud from any location, and 
in readiness to be signed.

Work with documents that can be configured by the client in order to 
create and personalise document templates by means of forms, and 
preview them with an intuitive and simple interface.

Load, edit, modify and save any document for signing: contracts, 
records, certificates, etc. in different formats: Word, pdf.

Easy
Quick
Safe



Connect&Sign

A module that lets you digitally sign documents in the simplest way 
possible. Send your documents so clients or third parties can also 
sign them digitally. Manage signatures as you want, not just your own, 
but also those of third parties.

Personalise the signing sequence of each document according to your 
needs and the possibilities of your clients.

Back up the issued services: store a copy of every digital signature 
generated.

Legally binding signatures by whomever
you want, from wherever you want.

Tipos de firma

Signature Types

Advanced timestamped signing with electronic certification in the cloud 
Qualified electronic signature
Mail OTP Signing 
SMS OTP Signing
Handwritten and Facial biometric signature 
Blockchain signature 
Registering documents with Blockchain
 



Products 

Timestamping
Checks the integrity of a series of data from a concrete instance and 
provides proof of the existence of these data at a certain moment in time 
and their unaltered nature.

Cloud-based certification
Quickly and easily sign your documents from any device and any 
location, thanks to our cloud-based signing service.

QUALIF_ID
Q-Id is the fusion of Blockchain for Digital Identity and Electronic 
Signatures, thus merging the traceability and immutability of 
Blockchain with the legal recognition of the e-signature.

Advanced electronic signature
Lets you sign electronic documents of all types, ensures identity 
verification, and the integrity of the signed data. Admissible in court 
proceedings.

SMS and e-mail
Gestiona las notificaciones de firma mediante SMS y e-Mail.

Handwritten and facial biometric signature
Handwritten signatures made on a touch-sensitive portable device that 
captures your signature and prints it in the document.
Facial biometric signatures are created by means of a video 
identification system that verifies the client’s identity with facial 
recognition technology.

Sign and register records in Blockchain
Sign and register any digital file and safeguard its contents with 
Blockchain technology.



LEGAL PROTECTION
Complete legal validity.

ACCESIBILITY AND SECURITY
Accessible information stored 
securely in the cloud.

SAVINGS
Save paper, printing costs 
and space.

EVIDENCE
Blockchain integrity, 
immutability and traceability.
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